The Rosie’s Diary Series

Book 2

Stories related to Key
Key Competencies
Introduction & Key Themes
The Rosie’s Diary Series is made up of
three chapter books. They are most
suitable for 8–12 year olds.
The key themes in the series relate to:
• The importance of friendships
• Caring for and helping others
• Everyone is different and accepting
that it is ok to be different
• Facing and overcoming challenges
• Valuing what you have, the simple things in life
• The importance of good manners and showing respect for others
• The natural cycle of life – from birth to death.

Introduction to the Rosie’s Diary Series
Book 1
Rosie and her friends Merlina Belle, Ruby and Madison are real miniature horses that live on the authors
farm in the Bay of Plenty, New Zealand. Each story is based on actual events in Rosie’s life.
Rosie’s first year on the farm is full of adventures. From special birthday treats to unexpected visitors
that come to Play and stay.
Rosie also learns that some days are not just about having fun, but she always manages to see these
days for what they are – just part of life.
Book 2
Rosie and her miniature horse friends are growing up and the seasons are changing. Springtime has
arrived along with lush springtime grass. That means diets for the miniature horses!
Book 3
There’s a lot happening on the farm with Oscar going to the shows, Rosie and Merlina off on their
holidays, and the group of Little Girl Horses that come to stay.
Then Tinkerbelle the Show Horse arrives on the farm to stay with the Little Boy Horses and things are
never quite the same.

The Rosie’s Diary series are available for purchase from Real NZ Books:
https://shop.realnzbooks.co.nz/shopn/spi//books

Rosie’s Diary – Book 2 – Overview of each story and Key Competencies
Chapter Story Title and Overview
1

Springtime and Being on a Diet

Key Competency
Participating and Contributing
Takes responsibility

Its springtime and the grass is green and lush. The Little Girl Horses
have to be restricted from eating too much fresh green grass as they
Managing self
Shows independence
are prone to laminitis. Rosie knew she didn’t want to get laminitis and
have to stand in the yard with only hay to eat so she decided that just a
little bit of grass each day was better than no grass at all.
2

Ruby Goes to Stud
Ruby gets a special mane and tail wash and shampoo all over to get
ready to go To Stud. Miss Josie explains to Rosie and Merlina what it
means to go To Stud. Miss Josie reassures Rosie and Merlina that they
don’t have to worry about going To Stud just yet as they were still too
young. Rosie was happy for Ruby because going To Stud was exactly
what Ruby wanted to do.

3

Madison and Oscar Come Home

Participating and Contributing
Is purposefully involved

Social Skills
Being respectful

Madison comes home to the farm with her foal Oscar. Madison stays
at a distance from Rosie and Merlina to give Oscar time to get used to Relating to Others
Shows consideration
his new paddock. Rosie is upset because she thought Madison had
Is tolerant
forgotten her. Miss Josie explains that Madison was making sure Oscar
was safe before she came over to say hello. Rosie and Merlina waited
patiently by the fence, and eventually Madison brought Oscar over
to the fence to say hello. Rosie was happy because Madison hadn’t
forgotten her at all.
4

More on Diets and Oscar

Social Skills
Being respectful

Rosie and Merlina are still on restricted grass and they’re always
Being a friend
hungry even though their tummies are very big and round. Oscar gets
special feeds as he is growing quickly. Oscar also gets daily lessons on Relating to Others
Shows consideration
a lead to get ready to be a Show Horse. Rosie and Merlina especially
like the fact that Oscar loves to Play so they let him win when they race
to the end of the paddock to encourage Oscar to Play some more.
5

Casper Comes to Stay
Casper has just been weaned and comes to stay with Oscar on the
farm. Oscar has also been weaned so they get to share a paddock.
Casper is very frightened being on his own but Rosie and Merlina
reassure him that he will be loved and looked after. Oscar becomes
Casper’s special friend and slowly Casper settles into the farm routine
as he becomes part of their family.

6

The Trough
Rosie sees her reflection in the trough and get a fright because she
thinks there’s another Little Horse in the trough. Merlina knows all
about reflections and likes to look at her own reflection in the trough
to make sure her hair is just right and her cover is on straight. Madison
explains to Rosie about reflections, they both look at their own
reflections in the trough, Rosie with more confidence and they decide
that appearances don’t matter at all.

Social Skills
Being respectful
Being a friend
Relating to Others
Shows consideration

Thinking
Creatively
Managing self
Actively listens
Is willing to take risk
Works co-operatively

